Reference Guide

CASES


(1935) All ER Rep 259.

Canadian, New Zealand and United Kingdom cases should be cited in the same style.

United States:
*Dale v Boy Scouts of America*, 734 A 2d 1196, 1200 (NJ, 1999)

LEGISLATION

*Trustees Act 1962* (WA) s 90.

Pinpoint References:
Section..................s
Sections..................ss
Subsection..............sub-s
Paragraph..............para
Paragraphs..............paras
Part......................pt
Division..................div
Schedule..................sch

JOURNAL ARTICLES


BOOKS


INTERNET MATERIALS


NEWSPAPER ARTICLES/MEDIA


SPEECHES

Ingo Walter, ‘Global Private Banking’ (Lecture delivered at Stern School of Business, New York University, 2002).

EXAMPLE


3 *Trustees Act 1962* (WA) s 90.

4 Ibid, s 36.
